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ABSTRACT

Source of support: Nil

Introduction: Major depressive disorder (MDD) is one of the
most common mental disorders and frequently associated with
chronic pain. This chronic pain can be widespread or localized
and regional. Questions have been raised whether severity of
major depression is more associated with widespread pain,
or it can be equally associated with localized and regional
pain. The purpose of this study is to identify the association of
depression with areas of pain and whether depression is more
severe in widespread pain.
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Materials and methods: A cross-sectional study was conducted on patients attending Daradia Pain Clinic, Kolkata.
Patients suffering from both chronic pain and depression of
any age and sex who attended this clinic between April 2015
and March 2017 were selected. The patients were divided into
two groups: Group I comprised patients with widespread pain
with widespread pain index (WPI) ≥4 and group II comprised
patients with regional pain with WPI ≤3. All the clinical and
demographic variables were analyzed and severity of depression was compared between the two groups.
Results: Variables like age, Patient Health Questionnaire 9
(PHQ-9), and numerical rating scale (NRS) scores showed
comparability (p-value > 0.05) in both the groups (in group I,
n = 246; in group II, n = 125), while the gender distribution
was found highly significant (p-value = 0.0003) for females in
chronic widespread pain (CWP) (73.79% in group I vs 52.76% in
group II). The subgroups of moderate (PHQ-9 ≤ 14) and severe
(PHQ-9 ≥ 15) depression showed no statistical significance
(p-value > 0.05).
Conclusion: Our study concluded that severity of depression
is equally common with chronic pain whether it is regional and
localized or widespread. Females suffer more from widespread
pain with depression.
Keywords: Chronic widespread pain, Depression, Patient
health questionnaire-9, Severe depression.
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INTRODUCTION
Chronic widespread pain is frequently associated with
increased health care use, poor social performance, and
increased work absentia. Similar occurrences are seen
in patients with depression. Major depressive disorder
is one of the most common mental disorders and is the
second most common cause of disability in industrial
countries. Although fibromyalgia and depression are
known to coexist, many other systemic diseases that
involve multiple pain areas and of chronic nature are
also seen to be associated with depression. The female
population has shown increased prevalence in patients
of both depression and chronic pain.
Compared with the general population, patients
attending pain clinics, rheumatology, and fibromyalgia
clinics have an excess of psychiatric disorders.1,2 The
reason for this has been explained by the sharing of
common pathways for depression and pain.3 The pain
and depression interaction is yet to be fully understood. If
pain precedes the depressive illness in as many as 40% of
cases, then the reverse is also true, and depressive illness
often precedes physical pain.4 And we frequently fail to
diagnose their coexistence. It is also observed in a few
studies that depression is more common when pain is
severe.3 This is an important finding since severe depression patients have low compliance to treatment and show
dissatisfaction to medical therapy, which in turn may
result in increased health care use. Recognizing the need
for general approaches to pain management, rather than
treating each syndrome as a regional problem of pain,
may improve the outcome in such patients.2
Whether pain precedes depression or the opposite, the
nature and areas of pain in depressive patients had always
been questioned. A common myth among physicians and
laypeople is that major depression is more commonly
associated with widespread pain. Aim of this study is to
identify any association between widespread pain and
severity of depression, whether major depression is more
commonly associated with depression.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Design and Population
A cross-sectional study was designed with patients of
depression with chronic pain, whether widespread and
regional. After approval from the ethical committee,
patients who attended pain clinic between April 2015 and
March 2017 of any age and either sex were included if
they fulfilled the inclusion criteria. After taking informed
consent, each patient underwent necessary questionnaires and clinical evaluation was done about areas of
pain, pain scores, and other necessary examination.
Psychological evaluation in these patients was done with
PHQ-9. Areas of pain were noted and counted as WPI.
Data were collected and compiled by a computer-based
data collection system.

Inclusion Criteria
• PHQ score ≥10.
• Patients with chronic pain, i.e., >3 months pain
duration.

Exclusion Criteria
• PHQ score <10.
The patients were categorized into two groups:
Group I comprised patients with WPI ≥4.
Group II comprised patients with WPI of 1 to 3.
Each group was further subdivided into two categories based on PHQ-9 score: PHQ-9 score of 10 to 14 was
considered as moderate depression group and PHQ-9
score of ≥15 was considered as severe depression group.

Baseline Assessment of CWP
Subjects were asked about the distribution of their pain
areas and whether the pain had been present for more
than 3 months. Two manikin drawings of the body were
included (front, back, and sides), on which subjects were
asked to indicate the sites of pain to assess the location
and duration of pain.1,5 Based on this information, a
trained observer categorizes the subjects as presence
(≥4 WPI) or absence (<3 WPI) of CWP and then were
grouped in either group I or II. Widespread pain index
and CWP were defined using the American College of
Rheumatology (ACR) 1990 and 2010 criteria for fibromyalgia.6,7 As head was not included in the WPI definition
of ACR 1990 criteria, we have given one score to pain in
head area for convenience.

Pain Assessment
The assessment of intensity of pain was based on NRS. It
is the most commonly used scale as it has good sensitivity
and generates the data that can be statistically analyzed
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for audit purposes.8 It is a numerical scale between “no
pain (0)” and “excruciating pain (10).”

Psychiatric Assessment
The 9-item version of the PHQ-9 was used to identify
potential cases of mental illness, serving as the initial
screening process. This scale has comparable sensitivity
and specificity and consists of actual nine criteria upon
which the diagnosis of depression as described by the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental disorders IV)
is based.9 Maximum score is 27, score of 1 to 4 indicates
minimal depression, 5 to 9 mild depression, 10 to 14 moderate depression, 15 to 19 moderately severe depression,
and 20 to 27 severe depression. All the subjects having
PHQ-9 ≥10 were included in the study as PHQ-9 ≥10
has a sensitivity of 88% and specificity of 88% for major
depression.

Statistical Analysis
The sample size was calculated assuming that moderateto-severe depression is more commonly associated with
CWP patients than in regional pain and localized pain
and we considered the difference between two groups to
be >20%. For our study, the alpha error of the sample was
taken as 0.05 and beta error was 0.2. Power of study was
0.8. Based on the above parameters, the minimal sample
size needed was 81 in each group.
Initial descriptive analysis compared various parameters like age, sex, PHQ-9 scores, and NRS scores between
two groups. Age distribution in two groups was analyzed
using independent sample Student’s t-test after assuming
equal variance. The sex distribution, PHQ-9 score, and
NRS score were compared using independent variable
testing by chi-square analysis.

RESULTS
On completion of our study, data were analyzed and
clinical and demographic variables were summarized.
At the end of our study period, total number of
patients in group I was 246 with mean age of 45 years.
In group II, the total patients was 125 with mean age of
46 years. Table 1 shows the age distribution in both the
groups.
Statistical analysis was applied using independent
Student’s t-test after assuming equal variance in the study
population. The analysis has shown that age in both
groups is comparable with p > 0.05 and will not interfere
with our results.
Table 2 shows gender distribution in the two groups.
It was statistically analyzed using chi-square test. Total
females in group I were 181/246 (73.79%) (Graph 1),
whereas in group II were 65/125 (52.76%) (Graph 2).
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Table 1: Age distribution

Sample size (n)
Range
Arithmetic mean
95% CI for the mean
Median
Mode
Standard deviation
Statistical difference
between two groups
CI: Confidence interval

Group I (with
widespread pain)
246
14–65 yrs
45.2967 yrs
43.7617–43.2234
45 yrs
60 yrs
12.3330
p = 0.370784#

Table 2: Gender distribution
Group II (with
regional pain)
125
17–65 yrs
46.52 yrs
44.3263–48.7137
48 yrs
60 yrs
12.6131

Sample size (n)
Male
Female
Statistical difference
between two groups

Group I (with
widespread pain)
246
65 (26.21%)
181 (73.79%)
p = 0.000032#

Group II (with
regional pain)
125
60 (47.24%)
65 (52.76%)

Statistically significant difference was noted in sex distribution and females suffer more from CWP; p-value of
0.0003 is highly significant.
Other variables like PHQ-9 scores and NRS scores
showed comparability (p-value > 0.05) in both the groups
with mean PHQ-9 score in group I being 15.07 (Graph 3),
and in group II being 14.2 (Graph 4). Mean NRS scores in
both the groups were 6.8 and 6.4 respectively (Graphs 5

and 6). Tables 3 and 4 compare the PHQ-9 scores and NRS
scores between the two groups.
The PHQ-9 scores were further analyzed and divided
into moderate and severe subgroups (PHQ-9 = 10–14
and PHQ-9 ≥15 in groups I and II) (Graphs 7 and 8). On
comparing the two groups, no statistically significant
difference could be demonstrated, indicating severe
depression may occur equally in CWP or regional and
localized pain patients (Table 5).
But the data suggested that moderate depression is
more common than severe depression in our patient
population.

Graph 1: Gender distribution for group I

Graph 2: Gender distribution in group II

Graph 3: Comparison of PHQ-9 scores in group I

Graph 4: Comparison of PHQ-9 scores in group II
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Table 3: Comparison of PHQ-9 score

Sample size (n)
PHQ-9 score range
Median PHQ-9
Mean
Mode
Standard deviation
95% CI for the mean
Statistical difference
between two groups
CI: Confidence interval

Group I (with
widespread pain)
246
10–27
14
15.0772
10
4.4673
14.5212–15.6332
p = 0.0779#

Group II (with
regional pain )
125
10–27
13
14.232
10
4.1155
13.5105–14.9534

Table 5: Comparison of severity of depression between
two groups
Group I (with
widespread pain)

Group II (with
regional pain)

PHQ-9 ≥15 severe
depression

116 (47.15%)

46 (36.8%)

PHQ-9 = 10–14 moderate
depression

130 (52.84%)

79 (63.2%)

p = 0.057

Table 4: Comparison of NRS between two groups

Sample size (n)
NRS score range
Median NRS
Mean
Mode
Standard deviation
95% CI for the mean
Statistical difference
between two groups
CI: Confidence interval

Group II (with
regional pain )
125
1–10
7
6.408
8
2.0124
6.0552–6.7607

DISCUSSION
Our study was designed to identify the relationship
between depression and widespread pain. Depression
was assessed with PHQ-9 score and pain by NRS score.
We began with a hypothesis that patients with depression
suffer more from widespread pain.
Patients in clinical samples, and in general population
satisfying criteria for CWP, have been described as having

Graph 5: Comparison of NRS score in group I

Graph 6: Comparison of NRS score in group II
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Group I (with
widespread pain)
246
1–10
7
6.8130
8
1.8421
6.5828–7.0431
p = 0.0532#
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Graph 7: Comparison of moderate and severe depression in group I

Graph 8: Comparison of moderate and severe depression in group II

greater psychological distress particularly depressive disorders and somatoform disorders than would be expected
in the general population without CWP.1,10
There are several studies that have identified the
correlation of depression and pain, but few studies
have been able to relate the severity of depression with
pain. Emptage et al11 in their study on 8,280 participants
showed that when depression and pain exist as a comorbidity, it leads to significant functional impairment and
financial burden. And as the severity of pain increased,
the outcome was worse.
Nicholl et al10 demonstrated the occurrence of multisite pain in patients of both MDD and bipolar disorder
(BD) and also suggested that the patients with chronic
and multisite pain are at risk of developing MDD and BD.
In a population-based case–control study conducted by
Benjamin et al,1 the association of CWP and depression was
studied. This study also was unable to demonstrate a causeand-effect relationship, but showed that 16.9% of those
with CWP had a psychiatric diagnosis. They suggested
that CWP and depression should be identified and treated.
Our result is consistent with this study, and the PHQ-9
scores of both the groups were comparable, indicating
that the patients with depression may present with both
widespread pain and regional pain or localized pain.
The total number of patients who had widespread
pain appeared more frequently as compared with
regional pain. This is evident with the difference of
sample size between the two groups (group I n = 246 and
group II n = 125). The reason for this difference may be
because the regional pain patients visit specific specialties,12 hence they get filtered and may not attend the pain
clinic. Their tolerance to pain may be better as compared
with widespread pain, and dissatisfaction to treatment
may be less as compared with widespread pain patients.
Williams et al13 in their study in neurology were
able to identify the increased prevalence of pain among

female patients, although the areas of pain have not been
specified. Similar gender distribution was established by
Munce and Stewart.14
Our study also was able to demonstrate the findings
that among the patients who consult for pain, CWP is
higher in female population.
The association of depression with chronic pain is well
known and several studies are available in support of
the same. It is also proven that chronic pain and depression are best managed in a pain clinic with input from
psychiatric specialty.15,16
Higher depression scores imply greater severity of
depression, the resultant of which would be lower treatment compliance; hence, the adequacy of therapy cannot
be achieved. This was the background for our analysis
of occurrence of severe depression in widespread pain.
Kroenke et al17 in their study were able to demonstrate
the relation of severity of depression and severity of pain.
The study showed that as severity of depression increases,
severity of pain also increases and vice versa.
In a large population-based study conducted in Japan
by the Japan National Health and Wellness Survey, the
relationship between severity of depression and severity
of painful symptoms was compared using PHQ-9 and
NRS scales. Their results showed that severe pain correlated with severe depressive symptoms (PHQ-9 ≥ 15).
It also resulted in worse health-related quality of life,
lower health utility, greater impairment at work, and more
health care provider visits.18 They concluded that ameliorating pain among patients with depression resulted
in improved outcome.
Several studies have used different modes of assessing psychological health of patients.19-23 Since PHQ-9
is a questionnaire to be answered by patients, it is a
useful tool in clinical setting. We divided each group
into subgroups based on PHQ-9 scores (≥15 indicating
severe depression and 10–14 for moderate depression)
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to identify if patients with CWP have higher depression
scores compared with patients with regional pain. Our
study could not yield considerable difference in severe
depression among CWP patients than regional and localized pain. Though statistically insignificant, we had an
observation that moderate depression was more common
in both the groups.
At the end of our study, we could not demonstrate
any relation between severity of depression with areas
of pain; depression scores were similar in both groups of
CWP and regional pain. But it surely reasserts the findings
with other studies that patients with widespread pain or
regional pain may have coexisting depression and females
are more prone to develop the same. Thus, chronic pain
patients need psychiatric assessment, and adequate management of both the conditions is warranted. It helps in
better quality of life, with improved health care utilization.

CONCLUSION
Our study concluded that major depression is equally
associated with both regional and widespread pain, with
no specific relation to severity of depression and areas of
pain. Also, female population has greater prevalence of
widespread pain with depression. Hence, the need for
psychiatric assessment in all patients is recommended,
which will help us in better patient management and
improved outcome.

LIMITATIONS OF OUR STUDY
Our study was based on a pain clinic where the people
who seek consultation would be mainly those with widespread pain, the ones with regional pain may seek consultation in specific specialties, and hence we lack the actual
population size with regional pain. Also severe depression
patients may prefer to visit a psychiatry clinic than a pain
clinic. The cross-sectional nature of our study hinders
analyzing response to therapy since patient follow-up was
not a part of our study. A larger sample size may be desired
for better results. Our assessment of psychological illness
was solely based on PHQ-9 scores, whereas anxiety, the
other spectrum of mental illness, was not assessed and
not considered as a parameter for the study.
Further multicentric studies involving larger population, more medical specialties, wider psychological
assessment tools, and including long-term follow-up
may help in better understanding of the relation among
the variables.
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